
Undo both sides of the hook and
loop strap and place the strap
around the tap body. Note that it
may be necessary to completely
remove the strap from the plastic
ring to fit some larger taps.
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Push the bulb fully onto the tap.
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Pull the ends of the strap in 
the direction shown to take up
the slack.
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Whilst still applying light pressure
to keep strap from loosening,
firstly pull the end of the strap
with the hook and loop strips on
both faces in the direction shown
around the back of the tap and
press down to secure in place.

4

Next take the end of the strap
which has the Croydex logo 
embossed in the rubber and 
pull in direction shown around
the back of the tap and press
down so that the hook and loop
strips are engaged.
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Repeat steps for other tap.

6

IMPORTANT – Do not pull strap
too tight or deformation of the
plastic ring will occur which could
damage the product and prevent
rubber bulb from being securely
held on tap.
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! S afety Advice

1. This spray is  suitable for use with normal household water temperatures. For safety and convenience do not 
use with water above 65ºC  or with combined water pressures above 3 bar (43.5psi).

2. Always take care when using hot water, especially with children. NEVE R  leave a child unattended in the bathroom.
3. B efore �tting please ensure that the tap surfaces have been cleaned to remove any bath oil or soap residue.
4. Always turn on the cold water �rst and then gradually add the hot until the desired temperature is achieved.
5. Do not connect directly to water heaters or combination boilers.
6. To ensure constant temperature and �ow, avoid running cold water from other outlets during use.
7. Do not pull or apply excessive tension to the spray.
8. This product is  designed for use with most standard bath and basin taps.
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